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Abstract

Introduction: A chemogenomic set of small molecules with annotated activities and

implicated roles in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) called the AD Informer Set was recently

developed and made available to the AD research community: https://treatad.org/

data-tools/ad-informer-set/.

Methods: Small subsets of AD Informer Set compoundswere selected for AD-relevant

profiling. Nine compounds targeting proteins expressed by six AD-implicated genes

prioritized for study by Target Enablement to Accelerate Therapy Development for

Alzheimer’s Disease (TREAT-AD) teams were selected for G-protein coupled recep-

tor (GPCR), amyloid beta (Aβ) and tau, and pharmacokinetic (PK) studies. Four non-

overlapping compounds were analyzed in microglial cytotoxicity and phagocytosis

assays.

Results: The nine compounds targeting CAPN2, EPHX2, MDK, MerTK/FLT3, or SYK

proteins were profiled in 46 to 47 primary GPCR binding assays. Human induced

pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived neurons were treated with the same nine com-

pounds and secretion of Aβ peptides (Aβ40 and Aβ42) as well as levels of phospho-
phorylated tau (p-tau, Thr231) and total tau (t-tau) peptides measured at two concen-

trations and two timepoints. Finally, CD1mice were dosed intravenously to determine

preliminary PKand/or brain-specific penetrance values for these compounds. As a final

cell-based study, a non-overlapping subset of four compounds was selected based on

single-concentration screening for analysis of both cytotoxicity and phagocytosis in

murine and humanmicroglia cells.
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Discussion:We have demonstrated the utility of the AD Informer Set in the validation

of novel AD hypotheses using biochemical, cellular (primary and immortalized), and in

vivo studies. The selectivity for their primary targets versus essential GPCRs in the

brainwasestablished for our compounds. Statistical changes in tau, p-tau,Aβ40, and/or
Aβ42 and blood–brain barrier penetrance were observed, solidifying the utility of spe-
cific compounds for AD. Single-concentration phagocytosis results were validated as

predictive of dose–response findings. These studies established workflows, validated

assays, and illuminated next steps for protein targets and compounds.

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION

The term “chemogenomics” has been associated with the use of small

molecules to interrogate biology. This innovative technology has facil-

itated the identification of new therapeutic targets and accelerated

target-based drug discovery.1 A chemogenomic set is described as a

collection of small molecules with annotated and narrow activity.1,2

Use of such a compound library in a phenotypic screen allows corre-

lation of an observed phenotype with pharmacologic perturbation of

an annotated target of the hit compound. Based on the results, mech-

anistic hypotheses can be generated and follow-up studies initiated

to further validate a target. Target validation experiments will often

rely upon target knockdown with gene silencing or editing technolo-

gies such as RNAi or CRISPR-Cas9. When hits generated in a primary

screen suggest that the target is amenable to functional pharmacolog-

ical modulation, hits are advanced for chemical probe optimization in

parallel.1 The integration of small molecule chemogenomics with tar-

get knockdown methods can result in new insights into biological tar-

gets and pathways in disease.

Since the earliest described chemogenomic sets, several focused

libraries have been developed for protein target classes, such as

kinases2–4 or epigenetic proteins.5,6 More recently, these sets have

been assembled with a therapeutic area focus, such as oncology.7,8

A well-designed chemogenomic set includes compounds that cover

expansive pharmacological space. These can include Food and Drug

Administration-approveddrugs aswell as agents in clinical trials topro-

vide opportunities for the repurposing of advanced candidates. Other

favorable outcomes of using these sets have included new research

findings, grants, and publications.9

The AD Informer Set was designed with many of these chemoge-

nomics principles in mind and for a specific therapeutic area: hits from

this set will point to potential targets driving phenotypic responses

in AD-relevant assays. This library of 171 small molecules targets 98

unique proteins that were nominated by the Accelerating Medicines

Partnership Program for Alzheimer’s Disease (AMP AD) consortium

members and/or prioritized by the TREAT-AD teams as novel targets

for the treatment of AD. Multiple chemotypes targeting a single pro-

tein were included where possible as well as positive control com-

pounds in advanced clinical trials or already approved for AD. Other

important aspects of the AD Informer Set include comprehensive data

annotation of compound- and gene-specific attributes and open shar-

ing of the set, allowing interested users to request it, use it without

restrictions, and publish their findings.10

We selected central nervous system (CNS)-relevant primary assays

for selectivity profiling of AD Informer Set compounds. GPCRs are

highly expressed, essential receptors in the brain involved in pro-

cesses such as neuronal communication, neurogenesis, movement, and

cognition.11–13 Given their abundance and importance, GPCRs could

present potential off-target liabilities ormediate confounding pharma-

cology for AD Informer Set compounds. While this provides prelimi-

nary characterization of the selectivity of specific compounds versus

GPCRs, additional selectivity screening will be required to understand

the comprehensive profiles of compounds within the set.

Human iPSC-derived neural cells are increasingly being used as pre-

clinical models in neurodegenerative research.14 Human iPSCs have

the potential to fill a critical gap by providing live, functional human

CNS cells with the complex genetic background found in AD patients.

These cells create an important bridge between studies in animal mod-

els, assessment of human postmortembrain, andmonitoring brain func-

tion in living patients.15

Pathophysiological hallmarks of AD include extracellular insoluble

Aβplaques and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles composedof hyper-

phosphorylated tau aggregates.16 Using the iPSC model system, Aβ
secretion as well as tau and p-tau expression can be measured as rel-

evant AD readouts.

Blood–brain barrier (BBB) penetrance is required for a compound

to be useful to AD patients. Measurement of the brain concentra-

tion of compounds with potential utility in AD where it has previously

not been determined fills a critical gap. These data can support the

advancement of an otherwise promising compound to in vivo target

engagement and animal-based ADmodels.

In the context of AD therapy, we are looking to identify compounds

that can stimulate microglial phagocytosis with low or no associated

cellular toxicity. The role of microglia in AD has been well documented
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and microglia act as mediators of neuroinflammation both early in AD

and chronically as disease progresses.16–19

2 METHODOLOGY

The intended uses of the AD Informer Set can be summarized as: (1)

target validation in new and/or established AD models, (2) identifi-

cation of positive controls and/or comparator compounds for bench-

marking versus newly developed compounds, and (3) validation of

newly developed and/or emerging AD-relevant assays.10 With the goal

of demonstrating that the AD Informer Set could prove useful in these

specific contexts, we selected compounds from the set to execute sev-

eral types of AD-relevant assays and studies, including biochemical,

cellular, and in vivo experiments. We added establishment of TREAT-

AD workflows and identification of key compounds as well as pro-

tein targets for follow-up experiments as additional outcomes of these

studies. We verified the utility of the set in AD-relevant phenotypic

assays designed to probe specific hypotheses and supplemented the

annotation of specific compounds within the AD Informer Set with

additional experimentally derived AD-relevant data.

A set of nine AD Informer Set compounds was selected based on

nomination of the gene by the AMP AD program coupled with height-

ened interest in the pathway by members of the TREAT-AD con-

sortium. These nine compounds target the proteins expressed by six

genes: CAPN2, EPHX2, MDK, MERTK/FLT3, or SYK. Multiple exemplars

built upon differing chemotypes were included for CAPN2 (2), EPHX2

(3), and SYK (2) proteins. The compounds selected vary in the amount

of extant profiling andhowadvanced they are in development: dosed in

animals and/or humans or an approved drug (see supporting informa-

tion). In almost all cases, we evaluated responses to these compounds

at multiple concentrations and/or timepoints.

A second set of four AD Informer Set compounds was selected

based on results from single-concentration (10 μM) screening of the

entire set.10 These compounds did not exhibit cytotoxicity but did

exhibit a phenotypic response in preliminary microglial phagocytosis

assays. Some cytotoxicity was observed with the prioritized nine com-

poundsused in our other studies, soweopted todiversify our selection.

The four compounds chosen target proteins expressed by four genes:

ACHE, ALK, CYP3A43, or ERBB3. The compound targeting the ACHE

pathway is an approved drug and was included in the AD Informer Set

as a positive control compound. The other three compounds have also

been dosed in humans, as one is in clinical trials while the other two are

approved drugs (see supporting information).

3 RESULTS

A subset of nine AD Informer Set compounds prioritized by the

Emory/Sage/Structural Genomics Consortium (SGC) TREAT-AD team

for in-depth studywere subjected to GPCR profiling, iPSC-derived cel-

lular assays, andmouse pharmacokinetic (PK) studies. In addition, non-

toxic compounds for which an interesting phenotype was observed in

RESEARCH-IN-CONTEXT

1. Systematic review: The authors used the recently assem-

bled AD Informer Set in several experiments relevant to

Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Assayswere selected to supple-

ment available data for specific compoundswithin the set

and validate therapeutic hypotheses related to their pro-

tein targets versus other important receptors in thebrain.

2. Interpretation: This study provides proof-of-concept of

the utility of the AD Informer Set as a chemogenomic set

that can be used to validate novel targets in AD, qual-

ify new AD-relevant assays, and identify chemical start-

ing points for optimization with AD therapy as the ulti-

mate goal. We have implicated therapeutic directions for

underexplored AD protein targets.

3. Future directions: This article provides a blueprint of how

to use the AD Informer Set. Further studies can be aimed

at: (a) screening the set in disparate assays; and (b) tak-

ing advantage of compound- or target-specific drug dis-

covery opportunities based on our results.

HIGHLIGHTS

∙ Utility of AD Informer Set was confirmed in proof-of-

concept studies.

∙ Evaluation of AD Informer Set compounds in assays rele-

vant to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) was completed.

∙ AD phenotypes were associated with novel protein tar-

gets.

∙ Chemical starting points were identified for AD optimiza-

tion.

∙ Compound-specific data relevant to AD was generated

and provided.

the phagocytosis assaywere followedup in dose-response. These stud-

ies were designed to align with our goal of demonstrating the util-

ity of the AD Informer Set in three specific contexts. With respect

to target validation in new and/or established AD models, we con-

firmed that inhibitors of the protein expressed byAMPAD–nominated

target EPHX2 reduce tau phosphorylation in AD-relevant neurons.

EPHX2 inhibitorUNC10302681A/TPPUhadpreviouslybeen reported

to prevent tau hyperphosphorylation in human nerve cells.20 To iden-

tify comparator compounds for benchmarking, we established off-

target GPCR profiles for two different compounds targeting SYK pro-

tein. Finally, aligned with validation of a newly developed AD-relevant

assay, AD Informer Set compounds were used to demonstrate the pre-

dictive value of single-concentration data in our recently established

microglial phagocytosis assay. Our studies provide real examples that
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help crystallize how the AD Informer Set can be used. They also estab-

lish workflows and benchmarks for AD chemical probe development

within theEmory/Sage/SGCTREAT-ADactive target portfolio. Specific

details, results, and significance of our work can be found in the sec-

tions that follow.

3.1 Data annotation

A spreadsheet with comprehensive annotation for compounds tested

herein is included as supporting information. The second tab on this

spreadsheet defines each columnand summarizes the contents, includ-

ing themeaning of abbreviations.

3.2 Microglial viability and phagocytosis studies

Four compounds (UNC10302865A/sapitinib, UNC10240506B/

donepezil hydrochloride, UNC10100724A/ketoconazole, and

UNC10244898A/lorlatinib) that were not cytotoxic at 10 μM and

showed a phenotype (inhibition or activation)10 were followed up in

dose-response by the Chu lab. Assay details are included as supporting

information. The single-point data was found to be predictive of the

dose-response data in both cell lines. In addition, some toxicity was

noted at higher concentrations in the expanded range up to 40 μM.

3.3 GPCR panel

A subset of nine selected compounds was submitted to the National

Institute of Mental Health–sponsored Psychoactive Drug Screening

Program (PDSP) at University of North Carolina (UNC). Details about

the assays and data generated are included as supporting information

files. Two compounds (UNC10302682A/P505-15 and UNC2025C)

possessed affinity for several receptors in the primary assays andwere

thus analyzed in those secondary assays. These secondary assays con-

firmed binding to only a portion of the receptors and that the corre-

sponding affinities were modest. The remaining compounds did not

exhibit notable affinity when profiled in secondary binding assays.

3.4 Human iPSC-derived cellular assays

The same nine compounds were preliminarily analyzed by the Young

lab in a panel of AD-relevant assays. iPSC-derived apolipopro-

tein E (APOE) ε3/ε4 neurons were differentiated and plated

for assays as we have previously described21,22 and outlined

in the supporting information file. No evidence of cytotoxic-

ity resulted from treatment of these neurons with this subset

of the AD Informer Set. We did not observe a change in the

Aβ42:40 ratio upon treatment with any compound. For four com-

pounds (UNC10302679A/GSK2256294A, UNC10302681A/TPPU,

UNC10302683A/AR9281, and UNC10302680A/iMDK), we detected

fluctuations in individual Aβ peptide levels at 24 hours that had

resolved by 48 hours of treatment. Several compounds reduced

the p-tau:t-tau ratio in the neurons, including UNC10302681A,

UNC10302683A, and UNC10302680A when dosed at 1 μM for

24 hours. When the total levels of each peptide were examined,

these compounds were found to decrease both p-tau and t-tau,

but the decrease in p-tau was more significant. We observed a

reduction in the levels of p-tau and t-tau at 48 hours with both

doses of SYK enzyme inhibitors (UNC10302682A/P505-15 and

UNC10302678A/entospletinib) but no change in the p-tau:t-tau ratio.

3.5 PK data

The nine-compound subset was sent for mouse PK studies at Phar-

maron. Mouse IV PK data had previously been published for three

compounds.23–25 The remaining six compounds were sent for snap-

shot PK (see Table 2). Plasma plus brain concentrationsweremeasured

for the three published compounds and, based on PK snapshot results,

three additional compounds. Experimental details for snapshot PK and

brain concentration measurements are included as supporting infor-

mation.

4 DISCUSSION

With respect to the microglia assays, UNC10302865A/sapitinib,

UNC10240506B/donepezil hydrochloride, and UNC10100724A/

ketoconazole were selected for the first round of dose-response

follow-up because they stimulated phagocytosis in one of the cell lines

tested with no or low associated cytotoxicity in the single concen-

tration testing (Table 1).10 When we compare the data from Table 1

and Figure 1A for UNC10302865A, we see that the stimulation of

microglial phagocytosis in HMC3 cells and inhibition of phagocytosis

in BV2 cells predicted by the single-concentration data (Table 1) was

observed in dose-response when tested up to 20 μM (top graphs) and

was even more striking when the concentration range was expanded

up to 40 μM (bottom graphs). Some toxicity was observed at the

highest concentrations in BV2 cells. For UNC10240506B, the single-

concentration data predicted stimulation of phagocytosis in both cell

lines (Table 1). Robust stimulation was observed in both cell lines when

tested in dose-response (Figure 1B) with toxicity limited only to the 40

μMdose in BV2 cells. For both UNC10302865A andUNC10240506B,

there is clearly a dosing window between observed toxicity and a

phenotypic response. Also, in both cases, the single-point data was

predictive of the dose-response data.

Like the compounds in Figure 1, UNC10100724A was dosed up

to 20 μM (Figure 2A, top graphs) and up to 40 μM (Figure 2A, bot-

tom graphs) for 24 hours. The same compound was also dosed up

to 40 μM for 48 hours (Figure 2B). The single-concentration data

(Table 1) predicted stimulation of phagocytosis in both cell lines. This

stimulation of phagocytosis was observed when cells were treated

for either 24 or 48 hours with UNC10100724A in dose-response and
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TABLE 1 Summary of 10 μMsingle-concentration data, normalized to control (DMSO) treated cells, for compounds selected for
dose-response follow-up

Cell number Nuclear size DNA intensity Phagocytosis

Gene HMC3 BV2 HMC3 BV2 HMC3 BV2 HMC3 BV2

UNC10302865A ERBB3 (HER3) 132.1 102.4 105.8 110.1 90.8 101.0 152.7 68.8

UNC10240506B ACHE 130.2 126.0 100.5 103.1 98.0 104.5 123.4 255.2

UNC10100724A CYP3A43 125.5 129.7 96.3 103.8 100.1 104.7 144.4 280.0

UNC10244898A ALK 127.2 117.2 110.3 102.7 89.2 110.1 37.8 200.3

TABLE 2 Summary of published and experimentally determined IVmouse PK values

Compound ID

Dose

(mg/kg) T1/2 (h)

Cmax

(µM)

AUClast

(h*µM)

CL

(mL/min/kg)

Vss

(L/Kg)

Brain: plasma at

1 hour (10mg/kg)

UNC10302676A* 2.0 6 – 35.6 7.8 1.0 0.015

UNC10302675A* 3.0 0.74 2345 1184 41.8 1.23 0.10

UNC2025C* 3.0 3.8 4.36 9.78 9.22 2.33 1.96

UNC10302679A 3.0 0.64 4011 1892 26.3 0.62 0.018

UNC10302681A 3.0 13.8 2144 7149 1.31 1.55 0.46

UNC10302683A 3.0 0.24 1832 537 93.1 0.47 ND

UNC10302680A 3.0 1.16 1569 1240 37.8 2.61 ND

UNC10302682A 3.0 1.64 595 831 49.7 6.26 0.08

UNC10302678A 3.0 0.90 926 1674 28.5 2.34 ND

Abbreviations: AUCmax,maximal area under the curve (drug concentration as a function of time); Brain:Plasma, brain to plasma ratio; CL, drug clearance; Cmax,

highest concentration of drugmeasured; ID, identifier; ND, not determined; PK, pharmacokinetic; T1/2, half-life; Vss, steady state volume of distribution.

Notes: *Published PK values and experimentally determined Brain:Plasma ratios.

F IGURE 1 Phagocytosis assay 24 hour dose-response follow-up for (A) UNC10302865A and (B) UNC10240506B in HMC3 and BV2 cells

without notable toxicity. Finally, UNC10244898A was introduced in

dose-response up to 40 μM for 48 hours (Figure 2C). As shown in

Table 1, UNC10244898A was predicted by single-concentration data

to inhibit phagocytosis in HMC3 cells and stimulate it in BV2 cells.

Some toxicity was observed with UNC10244898A at the highest

doses, but inhibition/stimulation of phagocytosis occurred at a much

lower concentration. This provides a dosing window to elicit these

changes in phagocytosis without associated toxicity. Mechanisms driv-

ing the observed differential phagocytic responses toUNC10244898A

in HMC3 and BV2 cells are unknown and warrant further study. This
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F IGURE 2 Phagocytosis assay 24- or 48-hour dose-response follow-up for (A-B) UNC10100724A and (C) UNC10244898A in HMC3 and BV2
cells

F IGURE 3 Visualization of G-protein coupled receptor primary binding data for selected AD Informer Set compounds

comparison of single-concentration and dose-response data in our

phagocytosis assay gives us confidence that the single-concentration

data can be used to reliably predict a phagocytic phenotype using our

assay system.

Analysis of the GPCR panel screening results yielded many inter-

esting findings (Figure 3). UNC10302682A/P505-15 and UNC2025C

possessed affinity for the most receptors in primary assays and

were thus analyzed in the most secondary assays. Confirmed affin-

ity (via secondary assays) was only observed for a portion of the

receptors identified in the primary assays. UNC10302682A pos-

sessed modest affinity (calculated Ki values) for the Sigma2 (3.0

μM), Alpha1A (5.1 μM), H1 (1.2 μM), 5-HT2C (7.2 μM), 5-HT2A (7.2

μM), 5-HT1D (3.3 μM), and 5-HT3 (1.9 μM) receptors, and the nore-

pinephrine and dopamine transporters (1.0 and 2.1 μM, respectively).

In contrast, UNC2025C possessed affinity for the Sigma2 (0.2 μM),

Alpha1D (5.0 μM), H4 (4.0 μM), and 5-HT2A (0.4 μM) receptors,

and the norepinephrine, serotonin, and dopamine transporters (1.4,

0.9, and 9.9 μM, respectively). While these compounds demonstrated
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affinity for several GPCRs, it is worth noting that their on-target activ-

ity provides a large window at which to dose without engaging these

peripheral receptors. The Ki of UNC2025C for MerTK, for example,

is ≈200 pM while the Ki values observed in the secondary GPCR

assays were in the micromolar range.26 Because UNC10302682A and

UNC10302678A/entospletinib are both inhibitors of SYK enzymatic

activity, the GPCR affinity observed for UNC10302682A does not

seem tied to SYK inhibition but rather to off-target protein binding

interactions. Similarly, another published SYK inhibitor (BI1002494)

also lacked this activity when profiled against many of the same

GPCRs.27 Interestingly, UNC10302682A and UNC2025C are both

protein kinase inhibitors. Their structures, however, are not very sim-

ilar. With a few exceptions, compounds targeting EPHX2, CAPN2, and

MDK proteins did not exhibit high affinity in secondary binding assays.

Our initial iPSC-based neuronal studies provide an example of test-

ing AD Informer Set compounds in primary cell assays. The cell line

chosen for these studies, APOE ε3/ε4, harbors the most common risk

for AD development and is representative of a patient genome that

could develop sporadic AD. Aβ40 andAβ42 are secreted in response to
the three major cleavages within the transmembrane domain of amy-

loid precursor protein (APP).28 While Aβ40 is more prevalent, the rel-

ative ratios of Aβ42:40 can be calculated to determine whether there

is a specific effect of a compound on γ-secretase. For example, some

familial AD (FAD) mutations in presenilin-1 (PS1) cause a change in γ-
secretase cleavage such that Aβ42 peptides increase and Aβ40 pep-

tides decrease.29 However, for this study, we did not observe a change

in the Aβ42:40 ratio upon treatment (Figure 4A-J). In some cases,

we detected fluctuations in individual Aβ peptide levels, for exam-

ple with UNC10302679A/GSK2256294A, UNC10302681A/TPPU,

UNC10302683A/AR9281, and UNC10302680A/iMDK at 24 hours

(Figure 4C and 4E); however, by 48 hours of treatment most of these

had resolved (Figure 4D and 4F). In other cases we did not observe

changes in individual Aβ peptides (Figure 4A, 4B, 4G-J).
The Aβ secretion results (Figure 4) demonstrated that compounds

targeting CAPN2, EPHX2, MDK, SYK, or MerTK/FLT3 proteins do

not have a strong effect on Aβ40, Aβ42, or the resultant ratio of the

two peptides. This finding was true at both concentrations and at

both timepoints examined. In aprevious report,UNC10302675A/MDL

28170 did not inhibit the secretion of Aβ40 and Aβ42 in N2a cells

stably expressing wild-type PS1 and myc-tagged Swedish mutant APP

(APPsw) when dosed at 30 μM for 24 hours. Levels of secreted Aβ40
and Aβ42 increased dramatically between 24 and 48 hours at this

concentration. At concentrations < 5 μM, treatment for 48 hours did

not result in a response in secreted Aβ40 or Aβ42, supporting our

results.28 EPHX2 enzyme inhibitors have been reported to prevent the

cytotoxicity induced by Aβ peptides, but their effect on modulating

secreted Aβ levels was not examined.20 The same is true forMDK pro-

tein, which binds directly to Aβ40 to inhibit its cytotoxicity in vitro.30

SYK inhibitor BAY61-3606 (2mg/kg) stimulated transport of Aβ40 and
Aβ42 in transgenicPS1/APPswmice, resulting in a significant reduction

in the detectable levels of both peptides.31

Excessive phosphorylation of tau is a hallmark for AD and thus

agents that reduce tau phosphorylation are sought. A decrease in

the ratio of p-tau:t-tau suggests a decrease in tau phosphorylation.

In this study, when we calculated the p-tau:t-tau ratios, we observed

that several compounds reduced the p-tau:t-tau ratio in the neurons

(Figure 5B and C, indicated by arrows). In particular, a reduced ratio

was observed for UNC10302681A/TPPU, UNC10302683A/AR9281,

and UNC10302680A/iMDK when dosed at 1 μM for 24 hours (Fig-

ure 5C). This decrease was not detected at the lower concentra-

tion after 24 or at 48 hours. UNC10302681A and UNC10302683A

target the EPHX2 enzyme, while UNC10302680A is an inhibitor of

the MDK pathway. In support of our results, treatment of AD model

mice with UNC10302681A (5 mg/kg/day) resulted in a reduction of

tau hyperphosphorylation species (Ser396 and Ser404).32 Ebselen,

an irreversible inhibitor of the EPHX2 enzyme, has also been shown

to decrease tau phosphorylation in a triple transgenic AD mouse

model.33,34 It has been suggested that oxidative stress can promote tau

hyperphosphorylation and resultant aggregation and that inhibition of

the EPHX2 enzyme is anti-inflammatory.32 Less has been published

establishing a connection between MDK and tau phosphorylation. No

effect on the p-tau:t-tau ratio was observed at either concentration or

timepoint for compounds targeting CAPN2, SYK, or MerTK/FLT3 pro-

teins (Figure 5A, 5D, 5E).

We further examined the total levels of each peptide (Figure 6).

Interestingly, at the higher 1 μM dose, EPHX2 enzyme inhibitors

UNC10302681/TPPU and UNC10302683A/AR9281 decreased both

p-tau and t-tau but the decrease in p-tauwasmore pronounced, result-

ing in an observed shift in the ratio (Figure 6C, indicated by arrows).

However this effect was not present at 48 hours of treatment (Fig-

ure 6D). UNC10302680A/iMDK also showed a larger reduction in p-

tau (Figure 6E, indicated by an arrowhead).While this was observed at

24hours, the effectwasnot as significant at 48hours (Figure6F),which

leads us to suggest that it is not due to toxicity of the compounds.With

SYK enzyme inhibitors, we observed a decrease in the levels of p-tau

and t-tau at 48 hours with both doses (Figure 6H, indicated by dashed

arrows), but not at 24 hours (Figure 6G). This aligns with previous

reports showing that SYK inhibition leads to decreased tau expression

and a reduction in p-tau.35 It was suggested that inhibition of SYKwith

BAY61-3606 indirectly reduces tau phosphorylation via GSK3β and/or
PI3K inhibition, but this result was only observed at higher concentra-

tions thanwe tested (10 μM).31 In our treatments, both t-tau and p-tau

were decreased to the same extent, therefore not changing the p-tau:t-

tau ratio. While FLT3 has been implicated as a kinase that phosphory-

lates tau in vitro, there is no report of FLT3 inhibitors impacting tau

phosphorylation and we noticed no effect at 24 hours and only a mod-

est effect at 48 hourswithMERTK/FLT3 inhibitors (Figure 6I and 6J).36

Although we did not observe changes in t-tau or p-tau with CAPN2

inhibitors (Figure 6A and 6B), similar to the reported mechanism for

SYK, an indirect link has been proposed connecting CAPN2 protein

activation and tau phosphorylation in AD via CDK5 activation.37

Our iPSC-derived neuronal model provides a platform through

which these compounds canbe screened for effects onAD-relatedpep-

tides in a biologically relevant system. It is our goal that these prelim-

inary results will provide baseline information for other investigators

to perform more detailed analyses with these compounds. To further
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E)

(F)

(G) (H)

(I) (J)

F IGURE 4 Amyloid beta (Aβ) peptide secretion assay results for (A-B): UNC10302676A andUNC10302675A; (C-D): UNC10302679A,
UNC10302681A, UNC10302683A; (E-F): UNC10302680A; (G-H): UNC10302678A, UNC10302682A; (I-J): UNC2025C. Aβ40 is in the left panel,
Aβ42 in themiddle panels, and the Aβ42:40 ratio in the bottom panel. Indicated are 24 hours (A, C, E, G, I) and 48 hours (B, D, F, H, J) treatment
times
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

F IGURE 5 Phosphorylated tau (p-tau):total tau (t-tau) ratio results for (A): UNC10302676A andUNC10302675A; (B): UNC10302679A,
UNC10302681A, UNC10302683A; (C): UNC10302680A; (D): UNC10302678A, UNC10302682A; (E): UNC2025C. UNC10302681A,
UNC10302683A, and UNC10302680A lowered the p-tau:t-tau ratio at the 1 μMdose after 24 hours of treatment (panels B and C, indicated by
arrows); 24- and 48-hour timepoints are indicated

probeour findings,wewill use theRNAharvested fromthis experiment

and use quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction to examine

specific target genes and their associated pathways.

The mouse PK experiments, summarized in Table 2, taught us

more about specific compounds in the AD Informer Set. First,

UNC10302681A/TPPU demonstrated excellent PK with a long half-

life (T1/2 = 13.8 hours) and low clearance (1.3 mL/min/kg). In contrast,

UNC10302683A/AR9281 revealed poor PK with a short half-life

(T1/2 = 0.24 hours) and high clearance (93 mL/min/kg). Based on

these findings, UNC10302681A was selected for follow-up studies

aimed at determining its brain permeability while UNC10302683A

was excluded. The remaining four compounds sent for snapshot

PK exhibited half-life and clearance values in between these two.

Because UNC10302678A/entospletinib and UNC10302680A/iMDK

required formulation in NMP/PEG-400 (10:90) to execute the snap-

shot PK studies and this formulation cannot be used in vivo, studies

aimed at determining their brain penetration were not pursued.

Despite its solubility issues, which were confirmed in kinetic solu-

bility experiments,10 UNC10302678A is in Phase 2 clinical trials for

hematological malignancies. UNC10302680A also demonstrated
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)

(G)
(H)

(I) (J)

F IGURE 6 Results for individual levels of phosphorylated (p-tau) and total tau (t-tau) peptides for (A-B): UNC10302676A and
UNC10302675A; (C-D): UNC10302679A, UNC10302681A, UNC10302683A; (E-F): UNC10302680A; (G-H): UNC10302678A,
UNC10302682A; (I-J): UNC2025C. UNC10302681A andUNC10302683A lowered both p-tau and t-tau with a larger effect on the p-tau levels
(panel C, indicated by arrows). UNC10302680A reduced the p-tau levels with little effect on t-tau (panel E, arrowhead) and UNC10302682A
reduced p-tau and t-tau peptides to the same extent (panel H, dashed arrows). 24- and 48-hour timepoints are indicated
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TABLE 3 Experimental versus calculated BBB penetration values

Compound ID

Brain:Plasma at 1 hour

(10mg/kg) MPO score

StarDrop: LogBB

value

ADMET

Predictor: LogBB

value

UNC2025C 1.96 2.7 −0.1211 0.25

UNC10302676A 0.015 3.8 −1.006 −0.438

UNC10302675A 0.10 3.3 −0.2819 −0.408

UNC10302679A 0.018 2.6 −0.6425 −0.386

UNC10302681 0.46 5.3 −0.4012 −0.261

UNC10302682 0.08 2.5 −0.7396 −0.237

Abbreviations: BBB, blood–brain barrier; Brain:Plasma, brain to plasma ratio; ID, identifier; LogBB, logarithmic ratio between the concentration of a com-

pound in brain and blood;MPO,MultiParameter Optimization score.

poor kinetic solubility but has been dosed in mice.38 UNC10302681A

has been dosed systemically in many preclinical animal models of

chronic inflammation, while UNC10302683A, despite its short half-

life, is in Phase 2 clinical trials for patients with hypertension and

impaired glucose tolerance.39–41 UNC10302679A/GSK2256294A

and UNC10302682A/P505-15 were also advanced as far as Phase

2 clinical trials for insulin resistance and subarachnoid hemorrhage

(UNC10302679A), and rheumatoid arthritis (UNC10302682A).

Studies aimed at experimentally determining the brain expo-

sure at 1 hour for compounds with published and accept-

able PK highlighted UNC2025C as the most promising.

UNC2025C demonstrated a brain:plasma ratio of 1.96.42 All

other compounds demonstrated brain:plasma ratios < 1 and

ranged from 0.015 for UNC10302676A/ABT-957 to 0.46 for

UNC10302681A/TPPU. For the compounds targeting the EPHX2

enzyme (UNC10302679A/GSK2256294A, UNC10302681A/TPPU,

and UNC10302683A/AR9281), no BBB data was found for

UNC10302679A, but UNC10302681A and UNC10302683A were

reported as brain penetrant.20,32,39,40,43 The brain:plasma ratio of

UNC10302681A when dosed orally in mice at 3 mg/kg was reported

as 0.18.20,44 Baboon positron emission tomography studies were per-

formed with blocking doses of UNC10302683A and levels in the brain

versus plasma quantified as well as specific brain regions imaged.43

No reported BBB data were found for the compounds targeting SYK

(UNC10302682A/P505-15) or CAPN2 (UNC10302676A/ABT-957

and UNC10302675A/MDL 28170) proteins.

With these experimental values in hand, we evaluated three meth-

ods used to predict BBB penetration: CNS MPO (MultiParameter

Optimization),45 the StarDrop software program,46 and the ADMET

Predictor software program.47 CNS MPO, developed and used by sci-

entists at Pfizer, is calculated based upon six parameters that have

been correlated to improve brain penetration: ClogP, ClogD, molecu-

lar weight, topological polar surface area, number of hydrogen bond

donors, and most basic center (pKa). Compounds with a CNS MPO

score ≥4 are more likely to be BBB permeable.45 StarDrop is soft-

ware for small molecule design and optimization that uses compound

physicochemical properties to predict the concentration of compound

in the brain versus blood as an expectation of BBB penetration (logBB)

based on a defined compound training set.46 ADMET Predictor is a

machine learning software tool that also predicts based on a training

set whether a compound will penetrate the BBB plus a calculation of

the logarithmof the brain/blood partition coefficient (logBB).47 The lit-

erature reports a range of logBB cutoffs from –1.00 to 0.63 to classify

compoundsasBBBpenetrant,withmanyagreeingon logBB≥0.00pre-

dicting BBB penetrance.48–50

As seen in Table 3, the predictive methods did not always agree,

which reflects the different methods and training sets used. When

using a logBB threshold of ≥ 0.00, only UNC10302681A/TPPU and

UNC2025C were suggested to be brain penetrant by one of the

three methods, and the rank order of brain:plasma ratio was not

accurately predicted by any of them. Gratifyingly, UNC10302681A

and UNC2025C showed the highest experimentally determined

brain:plasma ratios.We suggest that consideration of calculated scores

frommultiple sources is the optimal practice moving forward, with the

understanding that if two predict brain permeability then chances of

experimental verification are increased.

As proof-of-concept and to demonstrate its utility, we used AD

Informer Set compounds to screen compounds that modulate puta-

tive targets implicated in AD. We have analyzed AD Informer Set

compounds in a diverse biochemical panel of GPCR assays, cell-based

assays involving immortalizedmouse and human cells aswell as human

iPSC-derived neurons, and mice. Some unanticipated results were

obtained, which have prompted follow-up studies and generated new

hypotheses about the protein targets. Based on our results, it is sug-

gested that some compounds could be used to transiently phenocopy

AD pathology, while others have illuminated a new therapeutic direc-

tion to pursue.
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